
Well Done!



YEAR 7



Ryan Hughes 

For creating such a 
thoughtful window display 

during ‘Mental Health 
Week’. 



Daniel Watkin

For his brilliant Maths 
work!



Owen Marshall 

For his English work. He 
wrote a very thoughtful 
piece on the morals in 
Daedalus and Icarus

After reading the text, I find that I agree with the fact that 
morals which have been presented to us in the text. 
Icarus' father, Daedalus had his son’s best interests at 
heart. He wanted to keep him safe and away from the 
heat of the burning sun which would without doubt 
damage the wax on his wings. I also understand from 
Icarus point of
view, he wanted adventure and wanted to push himself 
to his limits - unfortunately, pushing yourself beyond 
what is humanly possible can ultimately end in disaster.
Icarus didn’t listen to his father's advice, he told him that 
flying too close to the sun would be dangerous: “Icarus 
not too high, not too low. Stay next to me.” Daedalus 
advised his son about flying and told him to stay low, 
stay safe and to follow him. Had Icarus followed this 
information he may not have experienced the issue that 
he did. His father's advice was good, he wanted to 
protect his son from danger.



Daisy Greenwell

Has produced a lot of 
brilliant RE work.



Nirushan Vijayakumar

He has been working very 
hard on his ICT work and 
has now 
achieved his Silver 
Award on 
the idea.org.uk website 
(The first student in our 
school to achieve 
this!) This is the 
culmination of many hours 
of commitment, and this 
deserves to be recognised.

http://idea.org.uk/


Jake Gunn 

For his fabulous Antonio 
football story.

He's built tension well and 
has successfully shown the 
trials of being a pro football 

player.



Lauren Foster

For her brilliant Maths 
work!



Alex Atkins 

Alex completes 
all of his work on 

time and has 
clearly been 
working very 

hard!



Cole Webber

Good 
explanations and 

details in his 
demonstrate 

tasks.







Jake Gunn

Food 
Technology-
Made a pizza 
using fresh 

dough and wrote 
up his recipe.



Frankie Cellini

Frankie has 
completed 

excellent work on 
the Tudors and 

the presentation 
of his work is 
outstanding.



Bethany Crow

Great Science, 
English and 
History work 

during lockdown.









Year 8



Sam Davidson 

“Here is my technology 
work from the last few 

weeks. It is the 
recycled desk sorter. I 
have worked on This
for the past few weeks 
so I hope you like it! It 
is called the portable 

desk mate!”

Great work Sam!



Oliver Lowery

Has sent his Maths 
teacher lots of work 

this week!





Max Turner

For producing lots of 
great Maths work!



Mathew Allen

Fabulous Literacy and 
Geography work.



Jasmin Hastings

Completed lots of 
German work on the 
topic of Schule - gut 

gemacht!



Maddie Best

Brilliant Technology 
Homework! Maddie 

created a mood 
board of her dream 

room.



Oliver Lowery

Completed lots of 
German work on the 
topic of Schule - gut 

gemacht!



Max Petherick

Created some fantastic 
Geography revision 

flash cards.



Well done to the 
following Y8 students 
for their creative 
responses to D&T 
home learning:

Betsy Chung
James Gear
Amelia Farrage
Daniel Miles
Jackson May
Ruby Skelton



Charlie Gray

Produced this fantastic 
piece of work on child 

slavery. Well done 
Charlie!

Year 8 Weekly Writing Challenge.

Good morning! I have just gotten out of my depressing straw bed, however I am 

used to it, it is 5am and I am going to get started. My shifts are normally from 

sunrise all the way until sunset. My job doesn’t reward me a good pay; I think 

that because collecting the coco beans is very easy.

I have to climb big and little trees; would you have guessed that? I am also in 

places around the equator in the African areas, as that’s where it grows, 

because of the nice hot weather. Sometimes I think it is a bit isolating as I’m the 

only person working at the coco farm as the other people just don’t show up, 

and I’m also away from my family for most of the year. Some of the places I 

have worked at are in west Africa, here are the places I’ve worked at in Africa! 

Ivory Coast, Ghana, Nigeria and Cameroon, this is where my boring job takes 

me.

Now, after 5 hours of work, I got my lunch, that is a sandwich and an apple or 

banana.

I have to go and deliver the coco beans to the malevolent farm owner, who 

beats and kills anyone who does anything wrong, one of my friends accidentally 

collected the wrong coco beans which were mouldy for the full day, the farm 

owner didn’t accept that, then killing him. I miss him.

Now, it is sunset my depressing, Isolated work day has finished. I also only get 

2 month total off work, my birth month and the Christmas month.



Joe Clarke

Superb effort by a 
hardworking student. 
Keep up the good 
work Joe Clarke



Oliver Lowery
James Gear

Good explanations and 
details in their 

demonstrate tasks.







YEAR 9



Anya Brown 

Her German poster is 
accurately written and 

her artistic talent is 
clear.



Ruby Audus

Good explanations and 
details in his demonstrate 

tasks.



Ryan Whitenstall

Ryan has been reading lots 
and wrote a great text in the 

voice of a head teacher!



Sienna Spalding

Here's Sienna's latest 
masterpiece. Y9!! No 

words needed!



YEAR 10



Molly Walker

Hannnah Douglas

Lily May Barnes

The above students 

have had a real go at 

writing a fct laden 

scientific essay. Mr 

Mead is really pleased 

with the detail they 

have managed to 

include. 



Libby Whitfield

For analysis of Minuet 
and Trio by Mozart.

Accurate use of 
technical language and 
correct identification of 

features.



Jessica Cook 

For starting to create a 
Data Dashboard.



Kyle Drinkeld

Consistently sending 
German work in, 

completed to a good 
standard. Ms Cross is 

proud of you!



Beth Davidson 

Detailed, meticulous 
reading and translation 

tasks.





Elliott Atkinson

GCSE food -great 
work looking at food 

miles. 



Orlena Henderson

Is showing a high level 
of resilience, working 

to overcome 
challenges she's been 

having with her 
chemistry. 





Will Brooke Lovell

Analysis of the third 
movement of Mozart's 

Eine Kleine
Nachtmusik with 

strong use of subject 
specific terminology.







Ben Crow 

Ben has been 

completing all of his 

English and maths 

work and has worked 

so hard on it. He is so 

conscientious and 

always tries his best!









YEAR 12



JENSEN CARR
Excellent 

application of 
theory in essay 

and response to 
feedback in 

Media Studies





LEWIS NORTON
Conscientious and 

organised 
approach to 

English Literature 
work





LEWIS LABEN and RYAN HALL
Submitted excellent 

biological writing which not 
only shows how 

knowledgeable they are but 
shows their ability to build up 

ideas in a coherent way



YEAR 13





SOPHIE NICHOLS
Beautiful design 
work inspired by 

space and the 
planets 

Graphic Design





CHLOE CODING
Super effort in 

completing the 
History course and 

doing all of the work 
to an exemplary 

standard since 
lockdown


